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WHO WE ARE
Founded in the 1970s, Ibmec has been consistently
expanding and currently has campuses in the cities
of Rio de Janeiro, Belo Horizonte and Brasília; and
has partnerships in more than 10 cities through out
Brazil.
First institution in Brazil to offer an Executive MBA
in Finance back in 1985. And is now acknowledged
as one of the best business schools in the country.
Around 10,000 students attend Undergraduate
Programs; Masters; MBA and CBA Programs; LL.M;
we also offer in-company programs and researchoriented Masters of Science programs.
The school is supported by an outstanding faculty of
over 100 who hold PhD’s from the world’s leading
universities, many professors are engaged in stateof-the-art research projects and academic studies
currently in progress.
All of Ibmec’s courses are accredited by the Brazilian
Ministry of Education.
Ibmec has collected dozens of awards and titles
obtained by its faculty for their outstanding
contributions to journals and to national and
international conferences.

NOTABLE
ACHIEVEMENTS:
> Top Ranked Business school in Rio
de Janeiro, according to the essential
student guide (Guia do Estudante);
> Awarded the highest grade in
the ENADE (National Exam of Students’
Performance);
> Received the highest grade from
the Brazilian Ministry of Education
for our Undergraduate Programs in
Economics, Business Management,
Accounting and International Relations;
> Collected the maximum grade
in the CAPES/ MEC (Official Agency of
the Brazilian Ministry of Education) for
our Masters Program in Economics and
Finance evaluation;
> All the MBA Programs are
accredited by AMBA.

Broad and diversified
education
• Ibmec Career Center - The service
unit designed to help students plan their
careers, increase their competitiveness and
enhance their chances to attain leadership
positions in their area of choice.
• Ibmec Entrepreneurial Center
(Centro de Empreendedorismo Ibmec
- CEI) - The CEI is comprised of a set of
entrepreneurial cells formed and managed by
the students. Each cell has a specific mission
tasked to solve reallife problems in the market
and provide solutions to real customers.
• Ibmec Alumni – The community
provides an exceptional opportunity
to exchange experiences and develop
professional networks. The number of
alumni grows with over one thousand new
graduates per year occupying positions in the
top companies throughout Brazil. Members
receive invitations to conferences and
exclusive events. Alumni also enjoy access to
the library as well as other advantages.

Why study in Brazil
Brazil is the 6th largest country in the world; it has a population of nearly 200 million
inhabitants and is one of the leading emerging economies in the world (BRIC).
Ibmec’s headquarters are located in Rio de Janeiro along with the headquarters of
other major companies in Brazil such as Petrobras, Coca-cola, Vale and Rede- Globo. The
city is the capital for important sectors such as Oil and Gas, Information Technology and
Communication, Research and Development and Tourism. The city is in preparation for the
2014 World Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics injecting billions into an infrastructure
upgrade. Making it currently the largest investment hub in the world.
Rio de Janeiro, known as the cidade maravilhosa (marvelous city), is nothing if not
exhilarating. Flanked by gorgeous mountains, white-sand beaches and verdant rainforests
fronting deep blue sea, Rio is famous for its breathtaking landscape, its laidback beach
culture and its annual carnival.

Portuguese Courses
For students interested in learning the Portuguese language while living in Brazil,
Ibmec offers Portuguese courses at no extra cost for it’s foreign students. Ibmec gives
students the opportunity to be immersed in the Brazilian university experience, and
encourages students to take other interesting classes in Portuguese.
The aim of our language course is to enable you to improve your ability to communicate
and your linguistic competence in Portuguese. With a balance of receptive (reading,
listening) and productive (speaking, writing) skills developed through communicative
classes and self study. The course will also give an insight into the country’s culture and
society in a global context.

Business English Course
The aim of our course is to provide our international students with an understanding
of Business English. With an emphasis on speaking and discussion to enable them to
improve their ability to communicate in English. Similar to our Portuguese courses a
balance of receptive (reading, listening) and productive (speaking, writing) skills will
be developed through communicative classes and self study. With special attention
and analysis given to current affairs. A native English speaking professor will help
expand their vocabulary and knowledge of idioms and technical terms relevant in the
business place.

Exchange Program
The International Affairs Office welcomes exchange students from our partner
institutions who are nominated through a reciprocal exchange agreement for a
semester or year. You can find more information from our partner universities
international offices or by contacting us directly.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS OFFICE
T: +5521 4503-4058
E: IAO@IBMECRJ.BR

If you are an undergraduate and there is no agreement in place between your
university and Ibmec, check the “how to apply” pull out for details.
Here are some of the agreements available at present:

GENERAL CONTACT
INFORMATION

t: +5521 4503-4000
e: global@ibmecrj.br
w: www.ibmecglobal.com

1. Claremont Graduate University

16. Universidad del Pais Vasco

2. École de Management de Normandie

17. Université Paris Dauphine

3. Hogeschool Universiteit Brussel

18. Université de Strasbourg and EM

4. Grenoble École de Management

Strasbourg

5. Hogeschool van Amsterdam

19. Universidade de Coimbra

6. Université Pierre-Mendès-France and

20. Universidade Lusíada de Lisboa

IAE

21. Universidade Nova de Lisboa

7 Instituto Superior Técnico de Lisboa

22. Università Degli Studi di Bergamo

8. IPAG : Institut de Preparation a

23. University of Arkansas

L´administration et a La Gestion

24. Tel Aviv University - Israel

9. Leipzig Graduate School of

25. University of Tampere

Management

26. Università degli Studi del Sannio

10. Stevens Institute of Technology

27. Université du Québec à Montréal

11. The University of Waikato

28. Institute of Management

12. Universidad de Buenos Aires

Technology, Ghaziabad

13. Universidad de Talca

29.Tel Aviv University

14. Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

30.Ohio University

15. Universidad de Huelva

31.European University

How to apply

BECOME PART OF THE TOP RATED
BUSINESS SCHOOL IN BRAZIL
APPLY TO STUDY AT IBMEC AS A FREE MOVER
Ibmec is one of the most important Brazilian business schools. For more than
four decades, we have traveled a path of continuous expansion, consistent with
our quality standards of excellence.
Ibmec occupies a position of prestige, solidity and credibility. Bearing a proven
track record of excellence, our programs have the highest position in the national
rankings according to the Brazilian Ministry of Education.
On our website, along with the online admission form, there is a list of required
documents that must be submitted in order to complete the admission process. The
documents list can also be requested by e-mail or phone. Either the admission form or
the required documents can be sent by airmail, if preferred by the student.

How to apply

Ibmec

Below are some of our classes already available in English:

1. An insight into the Entrepreneurial Mindset
2. An introduction to Sustainability and Corporate Governance
3. Decisions in organizations
4. Economics and Law
5. Financial Statement Analysis
6. Game Theory
7. Human Resource Management
8. International Investments in Brazil (Legal Aspects)
9. Special topics in Applied Economics (featuring guest lecturers)
10. Strategic Financial Management with Globalization

PAYMENT*
Payments must be made during the first registration of students or before their
arrival. Each foreign student is expected to pay:

USD $3,600

(enrollment in up to 3 courses per semester);

USD $6,000

(enrollment in up to 7 courses per semester)

*Payment options: international bank transfer, cash or credit card.

Ibmec

Executive Program

Doing Business in Brazil is a short and intensive course for foreign executives
and students of executive programs from international schools made specially to
provide an overview of economic, legal and social aspects of Brazil.

Duration:

40 hours (20 hours of classes + 20 hours of company visits).*

Date:

March 10th to 16th, 2013.

Program Fee:

USD$ 2.000 plus travel expenses, transportation, meals and tour fees.**

Executive Program

DOING BUSINESS IN BRAZIL

Brazilian economy: reflections and perspectives
Coordinator: Fabio Giambiagi
1st Module

Master in Economist from the Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ). Economist
of the Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES). Former consultant in the Ministry of Planning.
Former economist of the Inter-American Development Bank.

Finance and Banking
Coordinator: Marcelo Verdini Maia
2nd Module

PhD in Finance from The Wharton School - University of Pennsylvania. Coordinator
of the under graduate Economics Course at IBMEC -RJ. Member of the American Finance
Association (AFA).

Geopolitical Analysis
3rd Module

Coordinator: Jose Luiz Niemeyer dos Santos Filho
PhD in Political Science from Universidade de São Paulo (USP). Coordinator of the
undergraduate International Relations course at IBMEC – RJ.

Legal aspects of doing Business in Brazil
4th Module

Coordinator: Gustavo Antunes Sengès
Master in State’s Theory and Constitutional Law at PUC-Rio. Founding partner of Legal
Practice International.

Brazilian economy: trends and opportunities
5th Module

Coordinator: Aod Cunha de Moraes Jr
PhD in Economics. Post doctorate from Columbia University. Former consultant at the
World Bank. Director of Corporate Banking for Latin America at JP Morgan.

Cultural aspects of doing business in Brazil
6th Module

Coordinator: Marcos Troyjo
MA and PhD in Sociology of International Relations at Universidade de São Paulo (USP).
Diplomat, Co-founder and Director of BRICLab at Columbia University.

* Company visits are designed to give you a first-hand insight into a company, their people and culture.
Most external visits will give you the opportunity to explore the departments and chat to employees and managers.
This is a great way to understand the organization and how they work.
** Ibmec is not held responsible for travelling expenses, although gladly offers travel agencies
recommendations and useful information whenever necessary.

Ibmec

Custom Programs

Ibmec delivers top-quality education and training that is carefully designed to the
needs of each group, as well as unique access to the top minds in business — whether
academic researchers or practitioners with experience running thriving organizations.

Custom Programs

Ibmec collaborates with educational institutions, enterprises, governments and
executives groups in general to design and deliver business-oriented programs.
Typically, the partners choose to host programs on one of Ibmec’s campuses, located
on downtown Rio de Janeiro or Barra da Tijuca, also in Rio de Janeiro. Participants
of these programs have the opportunity to enjoy Rio de Janeiro beautiful sights and
sufficient time is allocated outside of the curriculum for touring and exploring the city,
which offer exciting and enriching cultural experiences.

Program focus areas are customizable and may include some or all of the following:

•

Advertising and Marketing

•

Brazil: political, geopolitical and cultural approaches

•

Brazilian Capital Market

•

BRICS: trends and opportunities

•

Business Management

•

Economics & Finance

•

Energy

•

Environmental Sustainability

•

Human Resources Management

•

International Relations

•

International Trade

•

Investiment Opportunities in Brazil

•

Journalism

•

Latin America emerging markets

•

Legal Aspects of Business in Brazil

•

Logistics

•

Managerial Accounting

•

Primer on Brazilian Law

•

Production Engineering

•

Real Options

•

Sports Business Management

•

World Cup and Olympics

In addition to the focus areas modules, Ibmec offers the possibility to include
cultural programs, company visits and business roundtables in the customized program
schedule.

